September 2017
On 7 September 2017, Charles University received the "Finalized Design of the Construction", which contains the already incorporated comments to the previous design from 14 June 2017.

June 2017
In the previous weeks, intensive cooperation took place between representatives of the architecture studio Znamení čtyř - architekti and all participating faculties where the functionality of the proposed premises for laboratories, animal husbandry, and classrooms was verified. The comments and proposals were carefully consulted with representatives of the individual scientific programmes planned in both buildings as well as with other experts from similar domestic and foreign institutions and were continuously incorporated into the construction design.

On 14 June 2017, the architecture studio Znamení čtyř presented Charles University with the finalized design of both buildings – the Biocentre and the Globcentre. The submitted design now awaits a detailed assessment phase, on the basis of which a list of comments from the client – Charles University – will be created. These will then be handed over to the contractor – the Znamení čtyř studio for incorporation into the design of the building.